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the final 
scene …





if you were asked - “do you consider it your duty to play your part in 
improving retirement outcomes for retirement fund members?” Q.

… would you stand up?





how do we 
reform an industry?



INSIGHT - SEPTEMBER 2007

… there are two ways for industry players to respond. 

Firstly the most obvious strategy is to engage with 
Government, Labour, Business, industry associations and 
other key stakeholders to try and influence a final and 
suitable solution. ’

‘

‘



Government, Labour, Business, industry associations and 
other key stakeholders to try and influence a final and 
suitable solution. 

The second option is to take stock of the financial 
solutions that we as a private sector bring to the market. 
Sanlam’s practical solution going forward is premised on 
using all of its intellectual capital to build the best multi-
employer packaged retirement savings, risk insurance and 
administration offering in the market. 
.  

’
‘

’
‘



employer packaged retirement savings, risk insurance and 
administration offering in the market 
.  

This is not a short term commitment, but rather a 
carefully considered sustainable response to the many 
challenges facing the employee benefits industry in the 
light of various industry scandals such as Fidentia, secret 
profits, high costs and lack of transparency. 

’
‘

’
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INFANT TO TEENAGER PUSH FACTORS

• surplus distribution & minimum benefits 
• Rusconi report on charges 
• removal of audit exemption 
• King code of governance & PF 130 
• industry scandals e.g. bulking, Fidentia, etc. 
• NSSS proposals
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

• harmonisation 
• defaults 
• increasing preservation 
• decreasing charges 
• industry consolidation 
• sponsor role clearly defined … we imagined what 2015 could look like



2007 2011 2015
2007 State of the Nation Address 

“In order to improve on the social programmes that we have implemented over the years, we aim this year to complete the 
work already started to reform our system of social security so that phased implementation can start as early as possible … 
  
The principle guiding this approach is that, over and above social assistance provided through the government budget, we 
need to explore the introduction of an earnings-related contributory social security system that is informed by the principle 
of social solidarity …  

This will mean that all South Africans will enjoy membership of a common, administratively efficient social insurance system,  

The Minister of Finance will further elaborate on these issues in the Budget Speech.” 

President Thabo Mbeki, 9 February



2007 2011 2015
2011 State of the Nation Address 

“The Government Position Paper on Social Security Reform is 
expected to be released this year for discussion.  

Issues to be dealt with include the funding and nature of the 
National Social Security Fund …  

How the private sector occupational and retirement funds will fit 
into the entire system, and the possible regulatory structure.” 

President Jacob Zuma  10 February



2007 2011 2015
2015 National Treasury Budget Vote Speech 

Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene 7 May 

“As indicated in the February budget speech, the 
interdepartmental work on social security reform will shortly be 
published.” 



2007 2011 20152012



2009 2011 20152012
Article Insight Magazine 2009

David Gluckman 
Retirement Fund Reform for Dummies 

“It would be ill-advised to accept the very high transition risks 
and costs to implement a new dispensation that we cannot 
model with confidence, that will at best produce net utility far 
into the future (and maybe not), and that potentially takes our 
‘eye off the ball’ as to other more pressing priorities .” 



1940
Article Insight Magazine 2009

Winston Churchill 
British Statesman and Prime Minister, 1940 

“Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duty, and so bear ourselves 
that if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thousand 
years, men will still say, ’This was their finest hour.’  .” 



the rise of Umbrella funds
what’s behind the migration?



MAIN REASONS FOR JOINING UMBRELLA FUNDS

2015
  cost saving 57%
  better / easier administration 46%
  less fiduciary responsibility 45%
  better investment expertise 21%



2012 SANLAM BENCHMARK SYMPOSIUM

•  Umbrella Fund model ... pleasing results 
•  RiY significantly lower than retail model 
•  expect further gains ... driven by market forces 
•  ‘for profit’ model essential 
•  transparency at core 
•  limited transition risk and cost... versus 2007 NSSS proposal

U F 



RETIREMENT REF   RM

national 
pension 
study 
2009

Mandatory memberships will 
increase the size of the market 
and reduce unit costs, especially 
in umbrella arrangements.

Umbrella schemes need to grow, in order to spread the largely 
fixed costs and investment in infrastructure.   

Current membership of around 786,000 needs to grow to around 
1.6m in order to optimise the current infrastructure.



commercial umbrella fund market 
- growth of top 14 sponsors  
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when the student is ready ... the teacher will appear.
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CRITIQUE OF UMBRELLA RETIREMENT FUND CHARGING MODEL … 2011

‘

… a mini-fund product needed?

Gluckman & Esterhuysen, 2011 

Perhaps there needs to be a simplified legislative / regulatory 
solution created within the existing commercial umbrella funds 
i.e. a two tier structure within the same legal entity  

(e.g. a mini-fund definition for to-be-defined smaller employers 
with more streamlined administration services, consulting 
requirements, intermediary servicing requirements and governance 
in order to drive down costs and charges). ’



one off-the-wall idea would be to compel all charges (including 
administration fees, consulting fees and investment management 
fees) to be levied as a flat percentage of assets under management 
which would have the dual advantage of facilitating easy market 
comparisons, and entrenching further what could be regarded as 
desirable cross-subsidies between the rich and the poor’. 

• better cross subsidies 
• alignment of interests between product providers, 

intermediaries and consumers 
• consistency between institutional and retail markets 
• easier for consumers to determine total charges 
• significantly reduced financial benefit to shift 

charges between different elements

cross-subsidisation policies 
... can EB learn from retail? 
% assets charges offer many potential benefits 

so much easier 
to understand?

  

the only 
important charge 
measure?
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OCCUPYProfessor 
Anthony Asher 

2007

solidarity 
at work

‘… in group schemes, sophisticated 
members of the group will act as buyers 
for all, while communal pressures or 
regulatory intervention can prevent 
exploitation of the weak or naïve’

Gluckman & Esterhuysen, 2011 

Solidarity was one of the five core principles underlying the Government’s 
2007 reform proposals. 
  
We tested the extent to which the umbrella fund charging structures reflect 
solidarity principles by analysing the effect of removing the top 10% of 
salary earners … 

The effect of excluding the high earners is very significant, even punitive, 
for the remaining members with the required increase in average Operating 
Expenses being from 1.01% to 1.70% of salaries.  
  
We conclude that the charging model works well from a solidarity 
perspective, and there is a significant financial benefit to the low earners 
participating in an umbrella fund together with higher earners. ’

‘



INSTITUTIONAL VS RETAIL PRESSURES 
“In this regard, we would like to focus on Group Retirement Annuities (RAs) and umbrella funds. The regulator has recognised 
that umbrella funds will be a significant part of retirement benefits in future. Yet, they have not acknowledged that Group 
RAs – even in its infancy stages – can create natural competition for umbrella funds to ensure that the latter does not display 
some of the negative symptoms that could come from being unchallenged.  

The umbrella fund market in South Africa has approximately R150 billion in assets. The four largest platforms in the country 
each have in excess of R110 billion in assets under management, as part of an R930 billion industry. Group RAs can leverage off 
the substantial asset base of investment platforms and therefore investors can potentially benefit from a cost perspective”. Marc Lindley  

Retirement Fund Specialist, 
Investec IMS 

3 February 2015



• cross-subsidies & social cohesion  
• generous tax concessions  
• solidarity principle should be embraced!  

INSTITUTIONAL Vs RETAIL DEBATE 



Umbrella Fund is legal entity 
Employer is contracting party 

Better tax deductibility pre T-Day 
Joint Forum governance & communication structure 

FAIS – pension funds benefits 
FAIS – employer level advice 

Approved risk benefits 
+ Unapproved risk benefits 

umbrella fund economies of scale might help risk rates 
% salary & R pmpm & basis points pricing 

complicated  and hence non-transparent pricing?      
performance fees not as common? 

Encashment possible upon withdrawal 
Small balances can be encashed 

Provident Fund retirement pay-out possibility 
Employee benefits administrator 

Flexible contributions within employer-agreed limits 
Condition of employment – membership compulsory 

Must cater for all eligible staff 
Limited choice institutional investment options 

default option selected by employer 
arguably overly restrictive for executives 

Seamless transfer might be possible 

Same legal entity as retail RA product offering 
Member is contracting party 
Worse tax deductibility pre T-Day 
No employer-level governance & communication structure 
FAIS – retail pension benefits 
FAIS – employee level advice 
No approved risk benefits 
+ Unapproved risk benefits 
each employer negotiates own risk rates 
basis points pricing 
simpler more understandable pricing? 
performance fees very common?  
No encashment before age 55 
Small balances must be administered 
Pension Fund retirement pay-out only 
LISP administrator 
Flexible contributions as determined by employee 
Not necessarily a condition of employment – voluntary 
Some staff might be excluded (lower paid) 
Wide range of collective investment schemes 
investment choice under advice 
arguably more suitable for executives 
Seamless transfer to LISP’s preservation fund and ILLA

Umbrella Fund New Generation 
Group RA



STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS WITH GROUP RAs

• too much red 
• T-Day arrival uncertain 
• P-Day no longer realistic? 
• great threat to solidarity principle



‘I believe in intuitions and inspirations 
… I sometimes FEEL that I am right. 
I do not KNOW that I am.”  

ALBERT EINSTEIN 1879 - 1955



CRITICISMS OF UMBRELLA FUNDS

• governance requirement overly restrictive 
• complicated and hence non-transparent pricing 
• all members pay for investment choice but few use the facility 
• executives prefer greater flexibility



the best of both worlds!  
…institutional partnering with retail



LISP platform

•  economies of scale 
•  default strategies 
•  virtual tax haven 
•  solidarity

•  >1 000 collective investment schemes 
•  stockbroking services 
•  virtual tax haven

Sanlam Umbrella Fund

EB platform

ex fund 
preservation

ex fund 
annuities

in fund 
annuities

in fund 
preservation

ordinary members   affluent members



THE FOLLOWING PREVIEW HAS BEEN APPROVED 
FOR ALL SANLAM AUDIENCES

UF
Suitable for employers, principal officers, trustees 
and other persons in search of a better retirement 
outcome for their members



FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS

• default investment strategies 
• default preservation strategies 
• default annuitisation strategies 
• employer level replacement ratio reports 
• mini-fund governance model  
• asset based pricing options 
• lower charges 
• large fund customisation 



asset based product option 
sample of 238 actual sub-fundsProduct Model v Independence Model 

product model versus 
independence model

Asset Based Product Option 
sample of 238 actual sub-funds 
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sub-fund assets 
1.00%

1.20%

1.40%

1.60%

1.80%

2.00%

Current RIY (excluding guarantee fees)

Asset Based Pricing RIY
(active management, zero performance fees)

• alignment of interests 
• Institutional & Retail consistency 
• lower fees 
• product comparability 
• solidarity 
• transparency 
• world class administration 

advantages outweigh disadvantages



spread of replacement ratiosSpread of Replacement Ratios 



Member No Employer Branch Name Date of birth Gender Member Age
Planned 

Retirement Date Pension Salary
Total Gross 

Contribution %
Total Net 

Contribution %
Low 

Estimate %
Best 

Estimate % Optimistic %

30151173 Benchmark Enterprises Amy 15/06/1956 Male 58 30/06/2021 R 30,263 22.50 20.39 166 180 195

30150783 Benchmark Enterprises Benjamin 07/09/1957 Female 57 30/09/2022 R 274,841 22.50 20.58 74 82 90

30150807 Benchmark Enterprises Colin 09/09/1963 Female 51 30/09/2028 R 369,903 22.50 20.59 61 72 84

36823385 Benchmark Enterprises Duma 22/03/1989 Male 26 31/03/2054 R 272,822 22.50 20.58 53 71 97

30150840 Benchmark Enterprises Erica 27/03/1973 Female 42 31/03/2038 R 283,995 22.50 20.58 55 70 89

30226348 Benchmark Enterprises Floppy 03/06/1977 Female 37 30/06/2042 R 229,843 22.50 20.58 51 67 87

34173933 Benchmark Enterprises Leah 31/12/1981 Female 33 31/12/2046 R 104,462 22.50 20.54 48 62 82

30150896 Benchmark Enterprises Mxoli 09/05/1953 Male 62 31/05/2018 R 765,566 22.50 20.60 58 61 63

30151431 Benchmark Enterprises Neil 29/09/1977 Female 37 30/09/2042 R 440,392 22.50 20.59 48 61 79

35815001 Benchmark Enterprises Oscar 06/06/1983 Male 31 30/06/2048 R 51,440 22.50 22.16 47 61 78

35452995 Benchmark Enterprises Paul 26/04/1983 Female 32 30/04/2048 R 69,859 22.50 20.50 45 59 77

30201440 Benchmark Enterprises Susan 29/10/1975 Male 39 31/10/2040 R 56,990 22.50 22.19 44 55 69

34700273 Benchmark Enterprises Tigger 22/08/1979 Female 35 31/08/2044 R 65,811 22.50 20.50 43 55 71

33108579 Benchmark Enterprises Conrad 11/04/1972 Female 43 30/04/2037 R 109,650 22.50 20.54 38 47 57

35856846 Benchmark Enterprises David 13/01/1976 Male 39 31/01/2041 R 126,185 22.50 20.55 38 46 57

34964687 Benchmark Enterprises Maggie 04/04/1966 Female 49 30/04/2031 R 51,043 22.50 20.47 23 27 31

33640409 Benchmark Enterprises Roland 26/03/1961 Female 54 31/03/2026 R 115,023 22.50 20.54 20 22 24

34926690 Benchmark Enterprises Siyabonga 22/06/1959 Male 55 30/06/2024 R 240,000 22.50 20.58 17 18 20

35161671 Benchmark Enterprises Tal 30/11/1951 Male 63 30/11/2016 R 82,968 22.50 20.52 6 6 7R 56,027

Calculations based on information as at: 2015/05/28 08:26:08 AM

R 130,093

R 200,099

R 33,635

R 189,148

R 54,392

R 36,688

R 62,144

R 56,133

R 86,480

R 6,779,344

R 789,500

R 2,180

R 55,207

R 1,177,302

R 593,488

Replacement Ratio Report on 28/05/2015 for Sanlam Umbrella Provident Fund : Benchmark Enterprises

Current Member 
Share

R 766,148

R 2,903,235

R 2,585,609



member replacement ratio per band

member age band number of members 
in the age band 

average low  
estimate %

average best 
estimate %

average 
optimistic %

<20

20 - 29 2 52.0 69.0 93.5

30 - 39 12 45.5 58.3 75.1

40 - 49 12 39.6 48.9 60.5

50 - 59 16 44.2 49.3 54.8

>=60 5 31.2 32.2 33.2



because when it comes to fulfilling our purpose …



… as it is in heaven


